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Lab Tasks 

Lab Task # 01 

#include <iostream> 

using namespace std; 

int main() 

{   int year,a; 

    cout << " Enter any year " << endl; 

    cin>>year; 

    a=year%4; 

    if(a==0) 

    cout<<year<<" is a leap year "; 

    else 

    cout<<year<<" is not a leap year "; 

    system("pause"); 

    return 0; 

} 

 

Lab Task # 02 

#include <iostream> 

using namespace std; 

int main() 

ANY YEAR IS ENTERED 

THROUGH KEYBOARD ,  

WRITE A PROGRAM TO 

DETERMINE WHETHER TH E 

YEAR IS LEAP OR NOT? 
HINT#  A  LE AP YE AR I S  

COM PLE TEL Y DI VIDED  

BY  4 .    

 

Write a program to calculate the net 

pay of an employer, when the basic 

pay is entered, calculate the net pay 

as follow; 
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{int basic,total,med,house; 

cout<<"Enter basic pay "; 

cin>>basic; 

house=0.45*basic; 

if(basic<=30000) 

 {  med=0.02*basic; 

    total=basic+house+med+10000; 

cout<< "your basic pay is "<<basic<<endl<<" Your medical allowance is 

"<<med<<endl<<"your house rent is " <<house<<endl<< " your conveyance 

is 10000"<< endl<< "Your Net pay is " << total<<endl; 

} 

else 

{ 

    med=0.05*basic; 

    total=basic+house+med+18000; 

    cout<< "your basic pay is "<<basic<<endl<<" Your medical allowance is 

"<<med<<endl<<"your house rent is " <<house<<endl<< " your conveyance 

is 18000"<< endl<< "Your Net pay is " << total<<endl; 

} 

system ("pause"); 

return 0; 

} 
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Lab Task # 03 

#include <iostream> 

using namespace std; 

int main() 

{   float total,ass,att,quiz,mid,final; 

cout<<" Enter the marks out of 100 for each "<<endl; 

cout << " Enter Assignment marks " << endl; 

    cin>>ass; 

cout<<" Enter quiz marks "<<endl; 

    cin>>quiz; 

cout<<"Enter Attendance Marks "<<endl; 

    cin>>att; 

cout<<"Enter mid marks "<<endl; 

    cin>>mid; 

cout<<"Enter final marks "<<endl; 

    cin>>final; 

    total=0.1*ass+0.1*quiz+0.05*att+0.25*mid+0.5*final; 

if((total>95)&&(total<=100)) 

        cout<<" Your total marks out of 100 are "<<total<<endl<<"Your grade is A"; 

if((total<=95)&&(total>90)) 

        cout<<" Your total marks out of 100 are "<<total<<endl<<"Your grade is A-"; 

if((total>85)&&(total<=90)) 

        cout<<" Your total marks out of 100 are "<<total<<endl<<"Your grade is B+"; 

WRITE DOWN A PROGRAM 

THAT TAKES INPUT FRO M 

USER WHICH ARE 

ASSIGNMENT ,  QUIZ ,  

ATTENDANCE ,  MID-TERM 

AND FINAL-TERM  MARKS ,  

OUT OF 100.  AND SHOW 

THE USER TOTAL MARKS 

AND GRADE  
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if((total>80)&&(total<=85)) 

        cout<<" Your total marks out of 100 are "<<total<<endl<<"Your grade is B"; 

if((total>75)&&(total<=80)) 

        cout<<" Your total marks out of 100 are "<<total<<endl<<"Your grade is B-"; 

if((total>70)&&(total<=75)) 

        cout<<" Your total marks out of 100 are "<<total<<endl<<"Your grade is C+"; 

if((total>65)&&(total<=70)) 

        cout<<" Your total marks out of 100 are "<<total<<endl<<"Your grade is C"; 

if((total>60)&&(total<=65)) 

        cout<<" Your total marks out of 100 are "<<total<<endl<<"Your grade is C-"; 

if((total>55)&&(total<=60)) 

        cout<<" Your total marks out of 100 are "<<total<<endl<<"Your grade is D+"; 

if((total>50)&&(total<=55)) 

        cout<<" Your total marks out of 100 are "<<total<<endl<<"Your grade is D-"; 

if((total<50)||(total==50)) 

        cout<<" Your total marks out of 100 are "<<total<<endl<<"Your grade is F"; 

return 0; 

} 

 

 

 


